5 YEARS OF
VR DEVELOPMENT
From Rift to Quest 2

2016
MAR 24, 2016

Oculus Launch Pad

MAR 28, 2016

Oculus Rift launch

The Launch Pad program begins oﬀering
boot camps and scholarships to help
up-and-coming minority VR developers
bring their content to market.

Rift launches as the first consumer
hardware product from Facebook, helping
kickstart the modern era of VR.

SEP 08, 2016
OCT 05, 2016

Henry wins an Emmy

Oculus Connect 3

Henry becomes the first VR film to snag this
coveted award.

We announce Oculus Touch pre-orders and
reveal Santa Cruz, an early prototype
version of Quest that demonstrates
inside-out tracking for the first time.

DEC 06, 2016

2017
JUL 20, 2017

Lone Echo and Echo
Arena launch
Lone Echo still stands as one of the best VR
games ever made and set the benchmark
for narrative VR. Echo Arena continues to
be one of the most popular multiplayer
games on the platform, even spawning VR
esports leagues.

Oculus Touch brings hand presence to Rift
and enables a new category of immersive
experiences, like Arizona Sunshine, Job
Simulator, Robo Recall, The Climb, and
Toy Box.

2018
JAN 18, 2018

Oculus Start launch
The Oculus Start Program launches,
eventually providing thousands of
developers with support f or their VR
projects. Dante Buckley, founder and CEO
of Downpour Interactive, is an early
member whose project, Onward, later
generates over $10M in revenue its first
year on Quest.

MAY 01, 2018

Oculus Go launch
The first all-in-one headset from Oculus, at
an aﬀordable price point, Oculus Go
introduces VR to more people through
immersive media and entertainment.

Oculus Touch launch

2019
MAY 21, 2019

Quest & Rift S launch
with Oculus Insight

MAY 21,2019

Beat Saber
launches on Quest

Quest revolutionizes VR, bringing full
immersion to the all-in-one form factor with
the Oculus Insight tracking system. Rift S
also brings inside-out tracking to the PC
VR line.

Beat Saber on Quest shows just how fun it
is to play the beloved rhythm game without
wires, emphasizing this new freedom by
launching 360° maps.

SEP 25, 2019

OCT 10, 2019

Ecosystem milestone

Asgard’s Wrath launch

Developers have generated $100M in
revenue on the Oculus Store, 20% on
Quest alone.

The 40+ hour action RPG sets a new bar for
VR with its tense combat, physics-based
mechanics and free locomotion.

NOV 18, 2019

NOV 26, 2019

Oculus Link
launches in beta

Facebook acquires
Beat Games

Oculus Link brings the best of both worlds
to Quest gamers, enabling access to the
full library of 1000+ Rift titles.

The acquisition of Beat Games is a
milestone for this ongoing success story
that started with a 3-person development
team, and proves that even small devs can
find success in VR.

DEC 09, 2019

2020

Hand Tracking
launches on Quest
Hand tracking unlocks an entirely new,
more natural and intuitive mode of input on
Quest, using deep neural networks to
recreate your real hands in VR.

MAR 16, 2020

Ecosystem milestone
Less than a year after the Quest launch,
20 titles surpass $1M in revenue on
the Quest platform.

SEPT 16, 2020

Assassin’s Creed and
Splinter Cell announced
for Quest platform

OCT 13, 2020

Quest 2 launch

Ubisoft is bringing two of its AAA
franchises to VR with new entries in the
Assassin’s Creed and Tom Clancy’s
Splinter Cell universes.

Quest 2 ups the ante with improved
performance, display resolution, and
brand-new content for a lower price - a
major step toward bringing VR to everyone.

2021
FEB 02, 2021

Ecosystem milestone
Source: Facebook

1 in 3 Quest titles have now generated over
$1M in revenue, with 6 surpassing $10M.

